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An attractive twenty-something guy buying organic tofu and produce at a grocery checkout counter looks sheepishly at the man behind him who is buying about half a pig’s worth of ribs. The healthy shopper’s masculinity is in question when he looks over his choice of wimpy health food. Not to worry. Help is on the way when he spies a Hummer ad in the magazine rack. It is clear what he must do in order to restore his manhood; he leaves the produce and buys the SUV.

Why does this humorous Hummer TV advertisement about meat and masculinity make sense to American viewers? Clearly, advertisers trust we believe that a traditional American male does not eat organic, plant-based proteins—he primarily eats meat, which would also explain the prominence of masculine themes in advertisements for meat products, like burgers and subs.

Anthropologists have documented the historical connection between males and domination of nature and other animals, such as evidenced by humans’ traditional role as animal hunters. These historical relations contribute to food remaining a highly gendered cultural object in America today, particularly the gendering of meat as masculine food. Even though most women also eat meat, females are more closely associated with cultivation and consumption of plant-based foods, whereas males are more heavily associated with the killing, grilling, and consuming of animals.

Ecofeminism has critiqued this patriarchal domination of animals and nature as being linked to sexist oppression of women, contributing to a larger
environmental and animal rights discourse that seeks to reduce humanity's role in the destruction of other species. Yet, despite these critiques, the masculine identity of man as defined by meat-eating is still celebrated by media in the twenty-first century, particularly in fast-food advertisements. To examine how this identity is often reinforced instead of challenged in American culture, this study conducts a semiotic analysis of representations of masculinity in a small selection of television advertisements for various fast-food restaurants in 2006–2007.

Advertising doesn't just sell things, it articulates values and builds meaning, sometimes through constructing stereotypes that simplify a complex trait such as gender. If largely unchallenged, these carefully cultivated constructions of gender become normalized as a "regime of truth" in the American popular imagination. This analysis of American television fast-food advertising critically explores the techniques used by advertisers to exploit and perpetuate a perceived connection between masculinity and meat. We unpack the connotative messages within these commercials in order to read what they tell us about masculine identity and values in America. As we evaluate what this means for society in the twenty-first century, our analysis is influenced by our roles as feminists, vegetarians, and environmentalists. Thus, we argue that the heteronormative, sex-role stereotypes promoted in fast-food commercials are as unhealthy as the fast food itself.

To begin, we contextualize social problems surrounding the promotion of both masculinity and meat by expanding on: man's anthropological association with meat, ecofeminist perspectives on patriarchy and meat, issues with the fast-food and meat industries, and the construction of masculinity in advertising.

Human Anthropological Connections with Eating Meat

In An Unnatural Order, Mason explains that the human practices of killing and eating animals are "virtual sacraments in our culture" because many theories have promoted the belief that humans have been natural hunters throughout our entire evolution. But new evidence suggests that, for millions of years of evolution, we humans were largely vegetarian. Organized hunting of large animals, primarily by men, did not begin until approximately 20,000 years ago. Multiple anthropologists theorize that men created rituals around hunting, most of which excluded women, to gain status for themselves, as previously women had been the more revered sex for their roles as food-gatherers and procreators. As the primary foragers, women likely invented plant agriculture, which accounts for women's association with plant food as well as their importance in early agrarian societies, where many gods were female.

Ecofeminist Perspectives on Meat and Patriarchy

In The Sexual Politics of Meat, Adams promotes an ecofeminist-vegetarian theory, asserting that "women and animals are similarly positioned in a patriarchal world, as objects rather than subjects," both enduring a "cycle of objectification, fragmentation, and consumption." This actuality is reinforced through media images where men "consume" women and other animals like pieces of meat. She concludes that "eating animals acts as a mirror and representation of patriarchal values. Meat-eating is the reinscription of male power at every meal." Adams highlights men's historical role in hunting animals and its perceived high social value in many cultures. "Meat was a valuable economic commodity; those who controlled this commodity achieved power." Sanday found that when economies relied on plant food women held more status, and the society tended to be egalitarian, while meat-based cultures were more
To examine these associations, we conducted an interpretive case study.

Meaning Men

"The meaning of food in the context of masculinity is complex and multifaceted, reflecting broader cultural and social norms. Men are often expected to be the providers and controllers of the household, and food is a key aspect of this role. This can be seen in the way men are portrayed in advertising, where they are often depicted as strong and dominant figures, expressing their masculinity through their ability to provide for their families. This can also be observed in the way men are expected to behave in social situations, where they are often encouraged to eat food that is considered 'manly' or 'masculine'."
of approximately 17 ads, using Hall’s theory of representation and Barthes’ method of semiotic analysis. In selecting texts, we sought fast-food television commercials that appeared to be targeted to males. The following types of codes indicated a male focus: men had the lead parts and did most of the talking, women were used primarily as objects of the male gaze, men hung out with other men and outnumbered women, and/or the narrator mentioned men specifically. In addition, while we cannot prove that other fast-food ads do not associate meat with femininity, a rudimentary perusal of most fast-food ads fails to suggest that the industry is constructing an association between meat and women as specifically and frequently as it is between meat and men.

We included ads from Burger King, Carl’s Jr., Jack in the Box, Arby’s, Quizno’s, and Subway. Marketing experts confirm the Burger King and Carl’s Jr. campaigns are specifically targeted toward young men. We initially included Subway’s 2006 diet campaign with Jared as a counterexample of a more positive and less hypermasculinized approach than that used by Carl’s Jr. or Burger King; however, in 2007, even Subway began to exemplify masculinity by using athletes to emphasize the meatiness of its subs.

To analyze the texts, we watched the advertisements multiple times while taking detailed notes. We then analyzed each according to common semiotic signifier including: location, music, slogans, narration, colors, gender roles, gender relations, demographics, bodily appearance, power level by gender, violent acts, food types and descriptions, relationship between food and gender, and values. Taking all the ads into consideration, we looked for themes, patterns, and anomalies across all these signifying elements.

The following are brief descriptions of the ads we included in our analysis, all of which appeared on television in the Pacific Northwest in 2006 and early 2007.

**Burger King (slogan “Have It Your Way”)**

BK Manthem (Texas Double Whopper) — A man inspires a crowd of men to march in the streets to reclaim their right to eat meat instead of “chick food.” The narrative follows an over-the-top, male-themed remake of Helen Reddy’s feminist song, “I Am Woman Hear me Roar.” Tagline “Eat like a man, man.”

BK Stacker Construction (Double, Triple or Quadruple “Stacker” Burgers) — A boss on a mock burger construction site angrily instructs another worker, both played by little people, not to include any veggies on the stacker, as it only contains meat and cheese. He sexually harasses a full-size female employee who flicks him into a bulldozer. Tagline “Stack it high, tough guy.”

**Quizno’s**

Hootie Country Song (Tender Crisp Bacon Cheddar Ranch) — The lead singer from the rock group Hootie and the Blowfish sings a country song about a male fantasy land set around the sandwich. It is located on a colorful, theatrical, Western-themed set with cheerful cowboys and sexualized cowgirls — including Dallas Cowboy Cheerleaders.

Whopper Senior and Junior — A series of humorous commercials where a dad, wearing a large whopper costume, tries to teach life lessons to his rebellious teenage son, wearing the whopper junior costume. It is set in the home with female relatives playing non-burger background characters. Tagline “Whopper Jr. for a buck.”

**Carl’s Jr**

Wings (Buffalo Chicken Sandwich) — A young man chomping on chicken wings stears at a voluptuous, flirty, blond waitress. Then we see his girlfriend giving him a reproachful look, as he innocently asks “What?” The announcer tells us it is more fun to eat wings when out with the guys.

Series of at least four commercials featuring a young woman acting seductively while eating a juicy burger. 1. Paris Hilton wears a leather bathing suit while washing a luxury car, 2. Woman rides a mechanical bull in a warehouse, 3. Woman models lingerie, and 4. Woman in an office almost drips sauce on her white suit while her male coworkers watch from afar. The latter is the only ad in this series in which men appear. None of the women have speaking roles, as male narrators inform us about the sandwiches.

**Jack in the Box**

Test Marketing (Diner Melt Combo). Jack (company spokesman) and another executive stand behind a two-way mirror watching a group of male test subjects prove men prefer fast food over other variables meant to capture their attention, such as a motorcycle, a keg of beer, TV with sports, and women having a pillow fight. The executive informs Jack that with these findings they can rule the world. Tagline “Indulge.”

**Arby’s**

Construction Workers (Reuben sandwich) — Three male construction workers on a break stare silently at two attractive women walking by. They only start catcalling when a balding man in a suit walks by carrying an Arby’s bag. Guitar music and slow motion lead the viewer to see the man in the unexpected role of a sex object. Tagline “I’m thinking Arby’s.”

**Quizno’s**

Testimonials (Submarine sandwiches) — A man displaying a sub next to a Quizno’s sub interviews at least seven men on the street who all testify that
the Quizno's subs are better because they are meatier. No females are interviewed in this version.

Subway (slogan “Eat Fresh”)  
Low-Fat Subs — Jared, a male spokesman who is known for losing lots of weight on a diet of low-fat Subway sandwiches, informs us that Subway has eight sandwiches with six grams of fat or less (a veggie sub is seen as one of them but is farthest from the camera). He compares this to the BK Stacker that has 54 grams of fat, saying, “That’s more fat than in all eight of these subway sandwiches combined.”

Athletes say “More Meat” (Foot-long Subway Club) — A series of at least three ads featuring Jared continuing in his role of promoting the low-fat benefit of the sub while a professional athlete promotes its meatiness. The athletes include a large male football player, a large male wrestler, and a petite female ice-skater. Jared proclaims, “A foot-long subway club is half the fat of a McDonald’s Big Mac but twice the meat.” Reminiscent of the old Miller Lite commercials, the athletes repeat “more meat” while Jared repeats “less fat” until Jared gives in to the athlete’s side of the debate. The males use a more bullying approach to convince Jared to agree with their “more meat” argument, while the female uses a coy and sweet approach.

Coding Masculinity

This section begins with a description of the codes used to signify masculinity in these advertisements, followed by a discussion of the major themes uncovered regarding meat’s role in representing freedom from constraints and loyalty to the heterosexual male group identity.

The commercials analyzed for this study illustrate a strong connection between meat and masculinity. These fast-food ads share basic gendered codes that reinforce lessons of heterosexual male socialization. For example, all of the voice-overs and the lead actors with speaking roles are men. In fact, in all but a few ads women are presented as silent and willing objects of the male gaze. Rather than the pastel tones of female targeted advertising, the colors in these ads are grays, neutrals, with some bright primary colors. When music is used, it is either sung by a male lead or is a growling rock guitar riff meant to emphasize a female character’s sexuality. While most slogans are gender neutral, Burger King specifically targets men with instructions to “stack it high, tough guy,” and “eat like a man, man.”

In addition, action in the commercials takes place in groups of men in the public sphere such as outdoors on city streets, reinforcing the traditional locations most advertising situates males instead of female. Only a few scenes take place inside an office, demonstrating a general sense of freedom from responsibility at home or at work. An exception is Burger King, which uses home and family as a setting to emphasize the father/son relationship of its Whopper Senior and Junior.

Of Mosher and Anderson’s three macho personality character traits, sex is emphasized more explicitly than are violence and danger in these food ads. Most ads avoid denotatively demonstrating violent acts, with the exception of the BK Manheim’s humorous scenes of property destruction and fighting. However, connotatively, violence is implied because animals are killed to produce the meat used in the sandwiches. Whether stated outright or implied, all of the male characters implicitly seek meat sandwiches as prey, and the hunting ground is fast-food restaurants. Third, the only aspect of danger demonstrated in these ads is men’s overall disregard of health, as the food’s unhealthy nutritional content goes unmentioned by all companies except Subway, and no company overtly promotes any vegetarian sandwiches.

The following section provides a discussion of the primary themes found in the ads where men’s consumption of meat, and often women, enable them to (1) seek freedom from personal and social constraints and (2) remain loyal to the (heterosexual) male group.

Freedom via Food: Having It His Way

Consistent with Burger King’s mandate to “Have It Your Way,” fast-food ads promote a narcissistic focus on fulfilling individual short-term desires free from concerns over the consequences to oneself or society. Subway is the only advertiser who raises a rational concern, in this case health, by using Jared to promote low-fat sandwich choices. But most fast-food commercials show a general irreverence to long-term health issues, favoring immediate gratification instead, such as is indicated by Jack in the Box’s tagline “indulge.” Food becomes just a tool for satisfying desires, even gluttonous ones. Thus size does matter in the burger battles, as Subway brags its sandwiches have twice the meat of burgers, while Quizno’s brags its subs are even meatier than Subway’s. And Burger King’s slogan instructs men to “stack it high, tough guy,” emphasizing how customers can choose three or four layers of beef and cheese.

Commercialize a sense of plenty by constructing sandwiches that bulge and overflow with condiments literally dripping onto tables and fingers.

Plentitude is part of the male fantasyland that Burger King creates in its Hootie ad, where a guy can get anything he wants, as much as he wants, and when he wants it. In this ad, meat grows on trees, ranch dressing overflows the maidens’ buckets, and the streets are paved with cheese. While the basis for this fantasy is abundance of fast food, one also sees an abundance of
sexually available females — attractive, young, Daisy Duke "country" women wear low-cut tops and/or short skirts and dance happily around the Western-themed set. The ad demonstrates how men's "wildest fantasies" come true by having Dallas Cowboys cheerleaders shave them.

Hootie's lyrics also list several kinds of freedoms found in its fantasy land — financial freedom ("all the lotto tickets pay") and freedom from work and obligation (being able to "veg all day"). In this paradise, guys "never get in trouble, never need an excuse" and "no one tells you to behave." Most fast-food commercials do not show men on the job or dressed for work, preferring to emphasize leisure.

Ads also imply freedom from another constraint, women: nagging wives, girlfriends, and mothers. The annoyance of obligation to women is avoided, as committed or familial relationships between men and women are rarely shown. In fact, besides the Burger King Whopper Senior/Junior commercials showing a wife and daughter in the background, only two other commercials feature a man in a committed relationship with a woman. In both cases, the girlfriends are portrayed as restricting a man's freedom. First, a Carl's Jr. buffalo wing commercial reveals a woman giving her boyfriend a disdainful and accusing look after catching him staring at an attractive waitress. The announcer emphasizes that men should only go out with other guys to eat wings if they want to have any fun. Second, the BK Manthem singer walks out on his sophisticated girlfriend because he is sick of her dictating that he eat small-portioned gourmet meals that appear more leafy than meaty.

The Manthem ad states men have been so nutritionally constrained and emasculated by the modern woman, that guys should unite in revolution to regain control over their ability to eat meat. It openly mocks the women's rights movement by satirizing Helen Reddy's feminist song "I am woman hear me roar" and showing men burning their underwear in the streets to make fun of alleged "bra burnings" by feminist activists in the 1960s. Similarly, many ads show a preference for disempowered women by either symbolically annihilating them or concentrating on sexualized female body parts instead of female partnership, intelligence, speech, or social contributions. By disempowering women in these commercials, men gain more freedom and control to have it their way.

Loyalty to Male Group: Bonding over Beef and Babes

While the first theme of freedom may seem contradictory to the second theme of group loyalty, they are actually complementary as being "one of the guys" is made to seem effortless and natural. Two commercials in particular strongly emphasize stereotypes of straight, meat-eating men as if they are a homogenous group with a pack mentality. The first is the Jack in the Box ad demonstrating guys being drawn in packs to a combo meal more so than to other stereotypical male temptations such as motorcycles, kegs of beer, televised sports, and young women pillow-fighting. Second, in the BK Manthem, men's fervor over their right to eat meat causes them to act out "typical" male exploits, such as flexing muscles, punching each other, chopping cement blocks, destroying property, and playing with big machinery.

In many ways, fast-food commercials stereotype men most according to their gender, rather than by other human characteristics such age, race, body type, or class. For example, although white is the most common race, the men in these ads are often shown in racially mixed groups, are a wide range of ages, and have a variety of body types. Class, however, is a category where there is some stereotyping, as working- and middle-class men are more common than upper-class, yet when jobs are shown we see both blue and white collar represented. But what most commonly unites all these men in fast-food commercials is their gender identity as heterosexual males who share a desire to communally consume animal meat and symbolically consume the "flesh" of sexualized and objectified women.

Objectification of Women

Commercials sometimes show the meat becoming conflated with the flesh of women as mutual objects of male desire. Burger King's male fantasy commercial, staring Hootie, refers to products on the sandwich while showing related parts of female actresses. For example, chicken breasts equate with breasts of a woman and ranch dressing overflows like milk from a woman's breast. Burger King's stacker commercial has a guy implying that a woman's rear end is a "bun." The Carl's Jr. plastic surgeon commercial equates naturally large chicken breasts with women wanting breast augmentation. In addition, in the series of Carl's Jr. commercials that focus on a lone, sexualized woman doing something seductive while also eating a burger, the flesh of both humans and nonhumans become objects of the camera's implied heterosexual male gaze.

Meat as the Supreme Male Identity Trait

As the Jack in the Box commercial indicated, a desire for meat is the quintessential factor defining a homogeneous male identity, even more so than other temptations, like women. For example, Arby's assumes it is humorous, yet believable, that construction workers would get more excited by a Reuben sandwich, even when carried by a man, than they would by attractive women.
And Burger King’s Manthem considers red meat’s allure so powerful that it can serve as the sole motivating factor inspiring hundreds of men to unite into a spontaneous men’s movement. This ad constructs red meat as distinctly male, in direct opposition to “chick food,” such as tofu and quiche. In fact, the lyrics “I will eat this meat, until my innie turns into an outie” tells men that if they have become sissies by giving in to women and eating too many vegetables, meat can literally transform them back into a man. Men must stand up in defiance, presumably against women, for their right to “eat like a man” and have meat.

Guys are the presumed experts when it comes to finding meat, as demonstrated by Quizno’s man-on-the-street testimonials asking only men about the meatiness of subs. This mirrors most commercials, where meat is a man’s food and women need not be consulted. So, perhaps it is no surprise when Burger King went looking for people to portray its Whoppers in costume, who seemed more natural to personify its burgers than guys?

Conclusion

In this chapter we have identified some recent commercials which illustrate the American fast-food industry’s propensity for equating meat with heterosexual masculinity. Many common elements reveal the presumed target audience to be straight males, in accordance with male advertising stereotypes: male characters dominate and do all the speaking; locations are in the public and avoid the domestic sphere; and the male gaze objectifies women, who are relegated to secondary, often mute, status. The ads connote meat is used by men to both experience freedom from constraints and remain loyal to their group identity as heterosexual males.

Despite their health benefits, plant foods are derided as feminine and not as satisfying as meat. The ads suggest men should seek immediate gratification of their hunger by eating meat, often in large quantities, without being hindered by notions of social responsibility, sustainability or health, as may be dictated by women. Even Subway, which shows some respect for women and health, still reinforces some male stereotypes by associating muscular athletes with meat and using Jared, a wimpier “smart” guy, to represent the more feminine concern of dieting; Cebryzynski observed that, in all its ads, Subway uses only Jared to promote health while it uses other men, both athletes and comedians, to promote other food traits. Subway’s use of a football player and a pro wrestler to emphasize the meatiness of low-fat subs bolsters Katz’ contention that advertising uses “violent male athletes to help sell products... that have historically been gendered female.” Fast food is part of a hedonistic male fantasy where men have plenty of meat, women, money, and leisure time and are free from responsibility. Men are stereotyped as a homogeneous group whose most central feature is a shared desire for the consumption of meat, including that of women as silent sexual objects. In cases where human and animal flesh are conflated, as in “breast” meat, it bolsters Adams’ contention that advertising often sexualizes animals and animalizes females. In some cases, men’s temptations for both kinds of flesh can be enjoyed simultaneously, as in the Carl’s Jr. assertion that guys go out to eat wings together so they can ogle waitresses. In other cases (Arby’s and Jack in the Box), meat consumption is privileged as being even more tempting to men than looking at women’s bodies.

While aspects of these advertisements seem like harmless commercial entertainment, we suggest a concern that the overall message of hedonism is detrimental to social justice (for human and nonhuman animals) and ecological sustainability. To the extent that it perpetuates stereotypes of men in one-dimensional terms as self-indulgent, womanizing carnivores, fast-food advertising lowers society’s expectations for the positive contributions men should be and often are making to promoting equality and social responsibility. Many of these commercials urge men to behave in self-interested ways that disregard the social consequences of their actions and prioritize an individualistic sense of taking over a more community-oriented sense of giving.

Another disturbing outcome of using gender stereotypes to sell fast food is the resulting reinforcement of the male/female dichotomy that has been the basis for patriarchal oppression. The ads construct the ideal woman as a silent, passive, meat-eating, agreeable stranger who is young, pretty, thin, and fair-skinned with long hair and a voluptuous body willingly put on display for the male viewer. The objectification of women in many of these commercials may in fact be a backlash against the empowerment American women have achieved in the centuries’ old struggle for women’s rights. And, while we admit that it is challenging to market products which are not particularly socially responsible, we hope that it could be done in a way that does not continue to sacrifice the rights of traditionally oppressed groups in order to further empower a dominant social group such as heterosexual American men. When fast-food companies insist on telling men to “have it your way” in the twenty-first century, they might as well be telling them to turn back the clock on social progress.

Drawing on Strate’s study of beer commercials, “the myth of masculinity does have a number of redeeming features (facing challenges and taking risks are valuable activities in many contexts), but the unrelenting one-dimensionality of masculinity as presented by,” in this case fast-food commercials, “is clearly anachronistic, possibly laughable, but without a doubt,” too

filling.
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